
A new addition to the COOLPIX 

A1000 is a 0.5cm 1,163m-Dot 

Electronic Viewfinder, which 

features an eye sensor to 

automatically switch between 

the viewfinder and the LCD 

screen.

The COOLPIX A1000 features a 

versatile 35x Optical Zoom (24 to 

840mm 35mm eq) making it a 

perfect travel companion.

Images and video are kept steady 

by a hybrid VR system combining 

optical and electronic image 

stabilization.

The 16mp backlit sensor offers an 

excellent combination of resolution 

and low light sensitivity. The 

COOLPIX A1000 also has the 

ability record images in RAW 

(NRW) format, enabling a wider 

range of post-production and 

creative image editing.

The COOLPIX A1000 has a 35x optical zoom and 70x Dynamic Fine Zoom, in a compact sophisticated camera body. 

Featuring a tilting touch LCD screen along with high resolution electronic viewfinder which provides greater visibility in 

any shooting conditions.

The 16-megapixel effective resolution offers high image quality even in dark situations with the optimal balance between 

high resolution and low light sensitivity, achieving a maximum ISO of 6400 for still images and video in any lighting. The 

new compact body also features addition zoom controls for precise operation and supports movie recording of 4K Ultra 

High Definition videos up to 30 frames per second.

The COOLPIX A1000's large 3-
in, tilting touch sensitive LCD 

makes it easy to compose your 
shots and monitor your video 

recording. 
An anti-reflection coating 

provides a bright screen that 
allows clear visibility even in 

sunlight.

Share your images seamlessly 

and automatically to a smart 

device via a low energy 

Bluetooth connection.

The COOLPIX A1000 can also 

be operated remotely for stills 

and video via Wi-Fi using 

Snapbridge.

Capture video in the awe-

inspiring resolution of 4K Ultra 

HD. Face-priority AF keeps 

focus where you want it, and a 

Hybrid VR keeps videos tripod-

steady. 

Create stunning time-lapse 

sequences with ease using the 

preset modes.


